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Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Time series key figures are common in DP and orders are used in
SNP and PP/DS.
What is the system behavior of orders and time series?
A. Time series data can be changed using different planning
areas, order data cannot.
B. Order data can be changed using different planning areas,
time series data cannot.
C. If you deinitialize a planning area that consists of order
key figures only, planning data is lost.
D. Order data cannot be backed up to the internal BW.
Answer: B
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Answer: D
Explanation:
If the clients roam between APs registered to different
controllers and the client WLAN on the two controllers is on
different subnet, then it is called inter-controller L3 roam.
In this situation as well controllers exchange mobility
messages. Client database entry change is completely different
that toL2 roam(instead of move, it will copy). In this
situation the original controller marks the client entry as
"Anchor" where as new controller marks the client entry as
"Foreign". The two controllers now referred to as "Anchor
controller" &amp; "Foreign Controller" respectively. Client

will keep the original IP address &amp; that is the real
advantage.
Note: Inter-Controller (normally layer 2) roaming occurs when a
client roam between two APs registered to two different
controllers, where each controller has an interface in the
client subnet.
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